
COMPACT DISC
RESIDUE MANAGEMENT
VERTICAL-TILLAGE
SINGLE PASS

NEW:  LEMKEN discs –  

now available  

up to 52 feet
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State-of-the-art, 592,000-sq. ft.  
Factory and Head Office in Alpen, Germany

LEMKEN is an award-winning company 
with an historic past and a strong 
future. Viktor and Nicola Lemken are 
the sixth and seventh generation of 
the family to lead the company, which 
started out as a blacksmith shop in 
1780. Long before the first tractors 
arrived on the scene LEMKEN was 
building plows that made farmers 
more productive and was the first 
company ever to patent a reversible 
plow design in 1925.

Founder, Wilhelmus Lemken, would be 
proud that the company he founded 
now occupies a state-of-the-art, 
592,000-sq. ft. manufacturing facility in 
Alpen, Germany with 1,100 employees 
worldwide. We’re proud of our 
reputation for innovation and quality. 
We support it with creative design, 
advanced engineering and modern 
production techniques that employ the 
latest in computer-assisted technology, 
robotic welding, automated steel 
forming and tempering systems.

LEMKEN’s attention to detail, even 
down to our signature blue paint, 
which is produced at our own 

ultra-modern KTL paint facility, shows 
we are committed to producing quality 
products for farms of all sizes and types 
around the world.

LEMKEN is a company that invests 
heavily in research, development, and 
manufacturing technology. Ten per 
cent of our workforce is dedicated to 
engineering and innovation. We believe 

in responsible, sustainable growth both 
for our company and our customers, 
which means a strong focus on service 
and a commitment to never let our  
customers down.

LEMKEN truly is the AgroVision 
Company and we plan to continue 
delivering quality, innovative products 
to farmers for another 230 years.

From Humble Roots to Market Leader

Automated Steel Forming &  
Tempering Systems

Partners Viktor Lemken, Nicola Lemken  
and CEO Anthony van der Ley
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LEMKEN Compact Disc Harrows –  
Your investment in efficiency 
Since the introduction of LEMKEN’s compact disc harrows in 2001 with the RUBIN 9 followed by the 
HELIODOR 8 in 2006 and the RUBIN 12 in 2014, more than 20,000 of these units have been sold in 
more than 50 countries.

Disc diameters of 18“ on the Heliodor, 24“ on the Rubin 9, and 
29“ on the Rubin 12 allow LEMKEN compact disc harrows to 
perform perfectly in applications from seedbed preparation 
to high-residue primary tillage in only one pass. Due to the 
aggressive dual cutting angle the whole soil profile is 

worked and an unrivaled mixing intensity achieved.
Various rollers from LEMKEN’s wide range offer optimal 
crumbling, leveling and firming as well as precise depth control 
for different soil and working conditions leaving your field 
ready to plant.

LEMKEN machines are sold and serviced through our trusted dealer network across Canada. Three 
fully-stocked parts warehouses in Canada ensure parts and service are always available. 

German-engineered and manufactured LEMKEN products 
are high-quality tillage, seeding, and plant protection 
implements widely used by farmers in Canada and more than 
50 other countries.

LEMKEN machines are sold and serviced through an 
extensive dealer network across Canada, which stocks 
original LEMKEN parts. LEMKEN provides all of its dealers 
with intensive training, equipping them with the knowledge 
they need to offer their customers outstanding sales and 
technical service support. 

The company operates a Canadian subsidiary office in 
Montreal, Quebec and has a fully-stocked parts warehouse 
in Eastern Canada, as well as smaller parts depots across the 
country, to ensure that LEMKEN’s Canadian customers always 
have access to parts and service quickly.

For more information about LEMKEN compact disc harrows 
and other LEMKEN products, or to locate your nearest dealer 
in Canada, visit www.LEMKEN.ca.



The Compact Disc for Shallow Cultivation and 
Seedbed Preparation
The HELIODOR compact disc harrow is ideal for post-harvest, 
shallow stubble cultivation and seedbed preparation. 

Individually mounted discs maintain a constant angle in the 
soil, ensuring excellent soil mixing and smooth operation 
even in rocky conditions. Hydraulically-adjustable, vibrating 

levelling tines smooth the soil after cultivation, and provide 
a well-prepared seedbed.

The versatile HELIODOR can be used in conventional, as well 
as minimum-tillage farming systems. It offers a high working 
speed, a low power requirement, and creates a vibrating 
action that ensures uniform mixing and crumbling.

The open-frame design of the 
HELIODOR provides ample clearance 
for residue to help avoid blockages. 

Each disc is individually protected from 
stones with a leaf spring arm, allowing 
the machine to work at high speeds. 
Leaf springs also generate a steady 
vibration that improves soil crumbling.

The HELIODOR’s serrated, concave 
discs are individually suspended in two 
rows that are offset from each other to 
prevent clogging, and to ensure the 
machine always pulls straight behind 
the tractor. Discs are 18 inches in 
diameter and 0.20 inches thick, making 
them exceptionally durable.

Heliodor 8 – Unbeatable Versatility

Compact Frame 
Leaf Springs for Stone 
Protection & Better Tillage

Serrated, Concave Discs 



Heliodor 8 –  
Uncompromising Performance and Durability

Axial, angular ball bearings (green) are 
manufactured from high-grade 
materials, and deliver maintenance-
free, trouble-free disc function. 

Wing sections of the semi-mounted 
HELIODOR are pendulum-mounted 
below the centre frame. This allows 
them to float independently and 
operate smoothly across varying field 
contours.

Optional 6-inch-wide levelling tines 
offer reliable durability, and can be 
mounted before or after the discs and 
are continuously adjusted using active 
hydraulics.

Maintenance-free  
Disc Bearings

Optimum Ground TrackingPerfect Levelling 



Rubin 9 – High Performance in Shallow Cultivation

Excellent soil penetration and an aggressive disc angle allow 
the RUBIN 9 to thoroughly mix the soil even when working 
as shallow as three inches. 

The RUBIN 9’s serrated, concave discs have a diameter of 24’’ 
and a thickness of a ¼’’. The dual cutting angle which is the 
most aggressive one on the market in combination with the 
integrated rebound harrows ensure very intensive mixing, 
good crumbling and perfect leveling.

A Unique Concept in Compact Disc Design  
In contrast to conventional discs, the RUBIN 9 compact disc 
harrow has two rows of serrated, concave discs, which tho-
roughly mix soil and cut residue.

Offset Disc Arrangement  
The distance between the two rows of discs on the RUBIN 9 
is 42 inches. This, together with its open-frame design, ensu-
res blockage-free operation even when dealing with large 
amounts of organic material. Discs are spaced at 10-inch 

intervals across the width of the machine to allow for free 
flow of material. Because the rear row of discs is offset to the 
front row, each disc moves approximately five inches of soil.
Each row of serrated discs has rebound harrows that can be 
adjusted for height and angle to control the soil flow from 
the discs. This helps to evenly distribute straw or residue 
when working diagonally across rows. The position and 
angle of the discs makes them penetrate easily, even in hard 
ground. 

Intensive Mixing Across the Whole Working Width Large, Concave Discs
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Unlike units with soft rubber pads, the individually-
mounted RUBIN 9 discs are designed to move upwards 
independently of each other with limited sideward motion 
when hitting obstacles. This eliminates the need for 
overlap adjustment and leaves no unworked soil ridges.

Rubin 9 – Outstanding Work Quality Thanks to  
Individually Suspended, Concave Discs 

RUBIN 9 concave discs are manufactured with LEMKEN-
designed, axial, angular, double ball bearings that require no 
grease or adjustments for maintenance-free operation. 

 • External screw bearing caps and an internal, six-fold 
cassette seal protects against dust and moisture.

 • Bearings are located on the rear side of the discs to prevent 
crop material from wrapping around them, and to protect 
the bearings from wear. 

The RUBIN’s individually-attached 
discs are designed to move upwards 
independently of each other to ride sa-
fely and smoothly over rocks and other 
obstacles.
 • All other discs remain in the soil.

The concave discs on the RUBIN 9 are 
attached individually using pre-tensi-
oned springs that maintain optimal 
pressure on the discs. This ensures 
much more intensive operation than 
other types of suspension.

 • The individual suspension design  
allows each disc shank to lift over 
obstacles, unlike conventional gang-
type disc harrows.

Long-life Disc Bearing

Sturdy, pre-tensioned coil springs maintain a precise 
working depth even in hard, heavy soils and are far more 
reliable than rubber attachment systems. 

The RUBIN Compact Disc Harrow by LEMKEN No Gangs of Discs to Lift

Pre-tensioned Springs

No Soft Rubber Pads High-grade, Axial, Angular 
Double Ball Bearings 

Heat Sealed with 
Protective Steel Cap 



Rubin 12 – Deeper, Faster, and More Intense 
Larger Discs 
LEMKEN’s original compact disc harrows – the HELIODOR 8 
and RUBIN 9 – provide intense and thorough mixing of soil 
and organic matter to a depth of approximately five inches. 

The RUBIN 12 is the newest addition to the LEMKEN compact 
disc harrow series, and can work to a depth of eight inches. 
The RUBIN 12 can operate in all soil types and in conditions 
traditionally requiring cultivators. With its 

symmetrically-arranged, larger, concave discs the RUBIN 12 is 
designed to incorporate substantial amounts of crop 
residue.

A wide range of LEMKEN rollers provide growers with opti-
mal levelling, depth control, and soil reconsolidation to suit 
their soil type and working conditions. Soil reconsolidation 
is the process of firming and levelling the soil for a perfect  
finish that prevents surface soil erosion by wind or water.

12
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The RUBIN 12 serrated, concave discs 
are the largest of any compact disc 
harrow on the market. With a diameter 
of 29 inches and a material thickness of 
a ¼ inch, they place the RUBIN 12 in a 
new performance class. 

Every row of discs is symmetrically 
arranged to provide precise, directional 
stability with no side draft, even when 
working on slopes.

An innovative, self-locking device  
allows for easy adjustment of the 
working height of the harrows.

The impact harrow (1) behind the first 
row of concave discs guides the soil 
flow. The levelling harrow (2) behind 
the second row of concave discs leaves 
a leveled surface. The Rubin 12 is 
equipped with a continuous hydraulic 
depth adjustment for uniform depth 
control.

Symmetrically  
Arranged Discs

Central Control
Hydraulic Depth Control 
and Two Harrows
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Heliodor 8 – Rubin 9 – Rubin 12 –  
Choose Your Roller for a Perfect Finish
LEMKEN offers a wide range of rollers for 
unbeatable depth guidance and soil 
reconsolidation.
 • Precise depth control and reconsolidation 
reduces evaporation and provides more 
effective crumbling and levelling. 

 • LEMKEN compact discs create ideal conditions for 
the germination of cover crops, or for volunteer 
crops and weeds that allow for more effective 
chemical or mechanical control. 

Double Rollers
Double rollers consist of two rollers with diameters of 16 inches each, or one 
roller with a diameter of 21 inches and one with a diameter of 16 inches. The 
rollers are suspended on a pendulum system to ensure uniform weight 
distribution on uneven ground. Rollers provide accurate depth guidance, and 
excellent mixing and soil reconsolidation – making LEMKEN compact discs 
ideally suited for minimum tillage systems. Farmers can choose from double 
roller combinations that are flat or a tubular, cage roller to best suit their soil 
conditions. The double cage rollers with a 21 inch diameter significantly 
improves the load-carrying capacity and reduces resistance, making it easier to 
pull heavy implements on light soils.

* Only available for Rubin 12

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.): 16/16 inches.
 • Weight (approx.): 89 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Excellent crumbling, 
levelling, and soil reconsolidation, exact 
depth control.

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.): 16/16 inches.
 • Weight (approx.): 94 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Excellent crumbling, 
levelling, and soil reconsolidation. Exact 
depth control. Exceptional carrying 
capacity with heavy implements in light 
soils. Good resistance in rocky conditions.

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.): 21/16 inches.
 • Weight (approx.): 110 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Excellent crumbling and soil 
reconsolidation. Exact depth control. 
Exceptional load carrying capacity with 
heavy implements in light soils. 

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.):  
21 inches.

 • Weight (approx.): 91 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Optimal weight and depth 
control for wet, heavy soils, muddy and 
rocky conditions.

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.): 24/21 inches
 • Weight (approx.): 209 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Superior reconsolidation 
of top soil and subsoil. Easy to pull. 

 • Diameter of rollers (approx.):  
21/21 inches.

 • Weight (approx.): 136 lbs/foot.
 • Characteristics: Excellent levelling and soil 
reconsolidation for seedbed preparation. 
Exceptional carrying capacity for 
consistently smooth operation in light and 
medium soils.

Double Profile Ring Roller  
DPW 540/540

Packer Profile Roller 
PPW 600/540*

Flex Ring Roller  
FRW 540

Double Roller Tube/Flat 
Combination DRF 400/400

Double Roller Tube/Tube 
Combination DRR 540/400

Double Roller Tube/Tube 
Combination DRR 400/400
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Compact Discs – 
Choose From Multiple Hitch Options

For row-crop tractors, LEMKEN offers 
semi-mounted RUBIN models in 20-
foot widths or smaller with a two-
point hitch. 

 • Easy depth control. 

 • Backward position of the drawbar 
pivot point allows for easier and 
tighter headland turns. 

The GIGANT system carrier for 
machines 26 feet and larger comes 
with a pull-type drawbar as a 
standard feature. The design of the 
GIGANT includes two separate three-
point units that can be uncoupled 
and used with a smaller tractor.

For tractors without a three-point 
hitch, the semi-mounted version is also 
available with a pull-type drawbar. 

 • Universal connection system. 

 • Hydraulic levelling system for easy 
field setting. 

 • Wider axle for added safety.

For smaller widths, LEMKEN offers a 
three-point hitch.  

 • Ideal in the headland.  

 • Very affordable.

Pull-Type Drawbar From 26 to 39 Feet

Pull-Type Drawbar From 13 to 20 Feet (13 to 23 Feet on the Rubin 12)

Two-Point Hitch: From 13 to 20 Feet (13 to 23 Feet on the Rubin 12)

Three-Point Hitch: From 8 to 20 Feet (10 to 13 Feet on the Rubin 12)
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Technical Data
HELIODOR 8 Mounted, Rigid Mounted, Hydraulic Folding

Type 8/250 8/300 8/350 8/400 8/400 K 8/500 K 8/600 K

Working width ft (m) 8 (2.5) 10 (3.0) 11.5 (3.5) 13 (4.0) 13 (4.0) 16.5 (5.0) 20 (6.0)

Weight without roller (lb) 1.482 1.775 2.011 2.249 3.807 4.074 4.652

Discs number (Ø) in. 20/18 24/18 28/18 32/18 32/18 40/18 48/18

Acreage performance (app. acre/h) 8.3 9.8 11.7 13.3 13.3 16.7 20.0

HELIODOR 8 Semi-Mounted. Hydraulic Folding Trailed. Hydraulic Folding

Type 8/400 KA 8/500 KA 8/600 KA Gigant 10/800 Gigant 10/1000 Gigant 10/1200 Gigant 12S/1600

Working width ft (m) 13 (4.0) 16.5 (5.0) 20 (6.0) 26 (8.0) 33 (10.0) 39 (12.0) 52.5 (16.0)

Weight without roller (lb) 5.373 5.789 6.160 10.296 11.676 14.224 23.690

Discs number (Ø) in. 32/18 40/18 48/18 64/18 80/18 96/18 128/20

Acreage performance (app. acre/h) 13.3 16.7 20.0 26.7 33.3 40.0 53.3

RUBIN 9 Mounted. Rigid Folding Outer Discs Mounted. Hydraulic Folding

Type 9/250 U 9/300 U 9/350 U 9/400 U 9/400 KU 9/450 KU 9/500 KU 9/600 KU

Working width ft (m) 8 (2.5) 10 (3.0) 11.5 (3.5) 13 (4.0) 13 (4.0) 15 (4.5) 16.5 (5.0) 20 (6.0)

Weight without roller (lb) 3.263 3.616 3.968 4.321 6.371 6.859 7.300 8.345

Discs number (Ø) in. 20/24 24/24 28/24 32/24 32/24 36/24 40/24 48/24

Acreage performance (app. acre/h) 8.3 9.8 11.7 13.3 13.3 15.0 16.7 20.0

RUBIN 9 Semi-Mounted. Hydraulic Folding Trailed. Hydraulic Folding

Type 9/400 KUA 9/450 KUA 9/500 KUA 9/600 KUA Gigant 10 S/800 Gigant 12 S/1000 Gigant 12 S/1200

Working width ft (m) 13 (4.0) 15 (4.5) 16.5 (5.0) 20 (6.0) 26 (8.0) 33 (10.0) 39 (12.0)

Weight without roller (lb) 8.051 8.733 9.350 10.849 15.357 24.110 27.298

Discs number (Ø) in. 32/24 36/24 40/24 48/24 64/24 80/24 96/24

Acreage performance (app. acre/h) 13.3 15.0 16.7 20.0 26.7 33.3 40.0

RUBIN 12 Mounted. Rigid Semi-Mounted. Hydraulic Folding

Type 12/300 U 12/350 U 12/400 U 12/400 KUA 12/500 KUA 12/600 KUA 12/700 KUA

Working width ft (m) 10 (3.0) 11.5 (3.5) 13 (4.0) 13 (4.0) 16.5 (5.0) 20 (6.0) 23 (7.0)

Weight without roller (lb) 4.511 4.721 5.767 9.811 11.464 12.456 14.617

Discs number (Ø) in. 18/29 18/29 22/29 22/29 30/29 34/29 42/29

Acreage performance (app. acre/h) 9.8 11.7 13.3 13.3 16.7 20.0 23.3
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The only true ‘one-pass‘ tillage 
tool - ideal for minimum-till 
and vertical-tillage farming 
operations in Western Canada.

The angled discs and consistent depth control creates 
a perfect, smooth seedbed in one pass that gives me 
better emergence on my annual crops.

I do more acres, done in less time, because I‘ve doubled 
the speed I can operate at, and I‘ve saved a significant 
amount in fuel costs. The HELIODOR is more durable 
and the quality of the steel is much higher than other 
tillage equipment on the market, and it‘ll be a long 
time before I‘ll need to replace the blades. When you‘re 
buying LEMKEN equipment you know you‘re getting 
top-notch quality that will last a lifetime.

My sunflower stubble was four feet high in the 
spring and the HELIODOR buried it in one pass. It 
left a firm, level seedbed, so I could seed the next 
day. One HELIODOR has replaced two machines, 
doing a better job in one pass – and saving me 
time, fuel, and operating costs.

LEMKEN‘s quality is superior to anything out there. 
I‘d replace a bearing at least once a week on my 
old machines, but I‘ve done 20,000 acres with my 
HELIODOR and haven‘t replaced anything. I am 
very impressed with it.

Aaron Van Ee 
Rosemary, Alberta
Grows 540 acres of canola, flax, cereals and alfalfa seed. 
Has been using a 5-metre HELIODOR since 2012.

Andrew Knowles 
30 minutes north of Winnipeg
Grows 5,800 acres of winter and spring wheat, 
canola, grain corn, soybeans and sunflowers. Has 
been using a 12 metre HELIODOR since 2013.

Toll free: 1-800-488-0115 www.LEMKEN.caLEMKEN CANADA  INC

Manitoba  

Agcon Equipment 
Winnipeg (204) 255-4772 
www.agconequipment.ca

Ag West Equipment Ltd. 
Portage la Prairie (204) 857-5130
Neepawa (204) 476-5378 
Brandon (204) 571-2460 
Elie (204) 353-3850 
www.agwest.com

Avonlea Farm Sales 
Domain (204) 736-2893 
www.avonleagroup.com

Greenland Equipment Ltd. 
Carman (204) 745-2054 
www.greenlandequipment.com

Morris Sales & Service 
Virden (204) 748-2408 
www.morris-retail.com

Nykolaishen Farm Equipment 
Swan River (204) 734-3466 
www.nykolaishen.com

Reit-Syd Equipment Ltd. 
Dauphin (204) 638-6443 
www.reit-sydequipment.com

Wilson Agritech Inc. 
Steinbach (204) 371-9928

Saskatchewan

All West Sales Partnership 
Rosetown (306) 882-2024

Canada West Harvest Centre 
Emerald Park (306) 525-2300
Saskatoon (306) 978-2300
www.cawhc.com

GlenMor Inc. 
Prince Albert (306) 764-2325
www.glenmor.cc

Lazar Equipment Ltd.
Meadow Lake (306) 236-5222
www.lazarequipment.com

Norsask Farm Equipment
North Battleford (306) 445-8128
www.norsaskfarmequipmentltd.com

Nykolaishen Farm Equipment
Kamsack (306) 542-2814
www.nykolaishen.com

R-J Sales & Service (1991) Ltd. 
Wadena (306) 338-2541
www.rjsales.ca

Tri Star Farm Services Ltd. 
Emerald Park (306) 586-1603
www.tristarfarms.com

Alberta  

Dennill’s Agricenter 
Dewberry (780) 847-3062
Vegreville (780) 632-2514
www.dennill.com

Hanlon Ag Centre 
Lethbridge (403) 329-8686
www.hanlonag.com

Pentagon Farm Centre 
Lacombe (403) 782-6873
Red Deer (403) 346-1815
Millet (780) 387-4747
Westlock (780) 349-3113
Dawson Creek (250) 719-7470
www.pentagonfarm.com

Distributors

British Columbia & Alberta  

VD Machinery 
Mark van Deursen
(250) 938-0076

Manitoba & Saskatchewan

Prairie Agri Sales 
Waldemar Heidebrecht
(204) 712-7073

Our Western Canadian Dealers


